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Abstract
Let R be a left-linear rewrite system over sign(R), and let  = fg; ]g [ sign(R); where
g 2 1− sign(R) and ] 2 0− sign(R). We show that R eectively preserves -recognizability
if and only if R eectively preserves recognizability. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Tree automata and recognizable tree languages proved to be an ecient tool in
the theory of rewrite systems, see [8] for an overview. Let  be a ranked alpha-
bet, let R be a rewrite system over , and let L be a tree language over . Then
R (L)= fp j q!R p for some q2Lg is the set of descendants of trees in L. When
 is apparent from the context, we simply write R(L) rather than R (L). A rewrite
system R over  preserves -recognizability, if for each recognizable tree language L
over , R (L) is recognizable.
The signature sign(R) of a rewrite system R is the ranked alphabet consisting
of all symbols appearing in the rules of R. A rewrite system R over sign(R) pre-
serves recognizability, if for each ranked alphabet  with sign(R), R preserves -
recognizability. It is not known yet whether or not it is decidable for a rewrite system
R whether R preserves recognizability. Gyenizse and Vagvolgyi [9] showed that there
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is a linear rewrite system R over sign(R) such that R preserves sign(R)-recognizability
but does not preserve recognizability.
Let R be a rewrite system over a ranked alphabet . We say that R eectively
preserves -recognizability if for a given tree automaton B over , we can eec-
tively construct a tree automaton C over  such that L(C)=R (L(B)). Let R be a
rewrite system over the ranked alphabet sign(R). We say that R eectively preserves
recognizability if for a given ranked alphabet  with sign(R) and a given tree
automaton B over , we can eectively construct a tree automaton C over  such that
L(C)=R (L(B)). Gyenizse and Vagvolgyi [9] showed several decidability and unde-
cidability results on rewrite systems eectively preserving recognizability. For example,
they [9] showed that for a rewrite system R eectively preserving recognizability, it
is decidable if R is locally conuent. Moreover, they showed that preserving recog-
nizability and eectively preserving recognizability are modular properties of linear
collapse-free rewrite systems.
In [7] Gilleron showed that for a rewrite system R it is not decidable if R preserves
sign(R)-recognizability. In spite of Gilleron’s undecidability results, we know several
rewrite systems which eectively preserve recognizability. Brainerd [1] showed that
ground rewrite systems over any ranked alphabet  eectively preserve -
recognizability. Gallier and Book [4] introduced the notion of a monadic rewrite
system, and Salomaa [11] showed that linear monadic rewrite systems over any ranked
alphabet  eectively preserve -recognizability. Coquide et al. [2] dened the con-
cept of a semi-monadic rewrite system generalizing the notion of a monadic rewrite
system and the notion of a ground rewrite system. Coquide et al. [2] showed that
linear semi-monadic rewrite systems over any ranked alphabet  eectively preserve
-recognizability. Gyenizse and Vagvolgyi [9] generalized even further the concept of
a semi-monadic rewrite system introducing the concept of a generalized semi-monadic
rewrite system. They [9] showed that a linear generalized semi-monadic rewrite system
R eectively preserves recognizability.
Let R be a rewrite system over sign(R), and let = ff; ]g[ sign(R), where f22−
sign(R) and ]20 − sign(R). Gyenizse and Vagvolgyi [9] showed that R eectively
preserves -recognizability if and only if R eectively preserves recognizability. We
improve this result for left-linear rewrite systems. We show the following. Let R be a
left-linear rewrite system over sign(R), and let = fg; ]g [ sign(R); where g21 −
sign(R) and ]20 − sign(R). Then R eectively preserves -recognizability if and
only if R eectively preserves recognizability. This result makes it easier to show that
a given left-linear rewrite system eectively preserves recognizability. Furthermore,
R preserves -recognizability if and only if R preserves recognizability.
This paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, we recall the necessary notions
and notations. In Section 3, we present our main result. In Section 4, we illustrate
by an example the constructions presented in Section 3. In Section 5, we present our
concluding remarks and some open problems.
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2. Preliminaries
We recall and invent some notations, basic denitions and terminology which will
be used in the rest of the paper. Nevertheless the reader is assumed to be familiar with
the basic concepts of rewrite systems and of tree language theory (see, e.g. Dershowitz
and Jouannaud [3], Gecseg and Steinby [5, 6]).
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N , and N stands for the free monoid
generated by N with empty word  as identity element.
A ranked alphabet is a nite set  in which every symbol has a unique rank in N .
For m>0, m denotes the set of all elements of  which have rank m. The elements of
0 are called constants. We assume that all ranked alphabets  and  that we consider
have the following property. If f2i, and f2j, then i= j. In other words, f has
the same rank in  as in .
For a set of variables Y and ranked alphabet , the set T(Y ) of -terms (or -trees)
over Y is the smallest set satisfying
(a) 0 [ Y T(Y ), and
(b) f(t1; : : : ; tm)2T(Y ) whenever m>1, f2m and t1; : : : ; tm 2T(Y ).
If Y = ;, then T(Y ) is written as T. A term t 2T is a ground term. A tree
t 2T(Y ) is linear if any variable of Y occurs at most once in t. We specify a countable
set X = fx1; x2; : : :g of variables which will be kept xed in this paper. Moreover, we
put Xm= fx1; : : : ; xmg, for m>0. Hence X0 = ;.
For a term t 2T(X ), the set of occurrences O(t)N is dened by recur-
sion:
(a) if t 20 [ X , then O(t)= fg;
(b) if t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with m>1 and f2m, then
O(t)= fg [ fi j 16i6m and 2O(ti)g.
For each t 2T(X ) and 2O(t), we introduce the subterm t=2T(X ) of t at  and
the label lab(t; )2 [ X in t at  as follows:
(a) for t 20 [ X , t== t and lab(t; )= t;
(b) for t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with m>1 and f2m, if =  then t== t, and lab(t; )=f,
otherwise, if = i with 16i6m, then t== ti= and lab(t; )= lab(ti; ).
Moreover, we say that p is a subtree of t if p= t= for some 2O(t).
For t 2T, 2O(t), and r 2T, we dene t[ r]2T as follows.
(i) If = , then t[ r] = r.
(ii) If = i, for some i2N and 2N, then t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with f2m and
16i6m. Then t[ r] =f(t1; : : : ; ti−1; ti[ r]; ti+1; : : : ; tm).
For any m>1, we distinguish a subset T(Xm) of T(Xm) as follows: a tree t2T(Xm)
is in T(Xm) if and only if each variable in Xm appears exactly once in t and the
order of the variables from left to right in t is x1; : : : ; xm. For example, if =0 [ 2
with 0 = fag and 2 = ffg, then f(x1; f(a; x1))2T(X1) but f(x1; f(a; x1)) =2 T(X1).
On the other hand, f(x1; f(a; x2))2 T(X2).
Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let f21, t 2T be arbitrary. The tree fk(t)2T,
k>0, is dened by recursion: f0(t)= t, and fk+1(t)=f(fk(t)) for k>0.
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A substitution is a mapping  :X !T(X ) which is dierent from the
identity only for a nite subset Dom() of X . For any substitution , the term (t)
is produced from t by replacing each occurrence of xi with (xi) for i>1. For
any trees t 2 T (Xk); t1; : : : ; tk 2T(X ) and for the substitution  with Dom()Xk
and (xi)= ti for i=1; : : : ; k, we denote the term (t) by t[t1; : : : ; tk ] as
well.
Let  be a ranked alphabet. Then a rewrite system R over  is a nite subset
of T(X )  T(X ) such that for each (l; r)2R, each variable of r also occurs in l.
Elements (l; r) of R are called rules and are denoted by l! r.
Let R be a rewrite system over . Then sign(R) is the ranked alphabet consisting
of all symbols appearing in the rules of R.
Let R be a rewrite system over . Given any two terms s and t in T(X ) and an
occurrence 2O(s), we say that s rewrites to t at  and denote this by s!R t if there
is some pair (l; r)2R and a substitution  such that s== (l) and t= s[ (r)].
Here we also say that R rewrites s to t applying the rule l! r at . Relation !R is
the reexive and transitive closure of !R, and $R is the reexive, symmetric, and
transitive closure of !R.
A left-linear rewrite system is one in which no variable occurs more than once on
any left-hand side.
Let  be a ranked alphabet, a bottom-up tree automaton over  is a quadruple
A=(A; ; A0; R), where A is the nite set of states of rank 0,  \ A= ;, A0(A) is
the set of nal states, R is the nite set of rules of the following two types:
(i) (a1; : : : ; an)! a with n>0, 2n; a1; : : : ; an; a2A.
(ii) a! a0 with a; a0 2A (-rules).
We consider R as a ground rewrite system over  [ A. The tree language recognized
by A is L(A)= ft 2T j (9a2A0) t!R ag. A tree language L is recognizable if there
exists a bottom-up tree automaton A such that L(A)=L (see [5]).
Let A=(A; ; A0; R) be a bottom-up tree automaton. We say that A is
 connected if for every a2A there exists t 2T such that t!R a,
 total if for any f2m, m>0, a1; : : : ; am 2A, there is at least one rule with left-hand
side f(a1; : : : ; am) in R,
 deterministic if R has no -rules and R has no two rules with the same left-hand
side.
For any bottom-up tree automaton A, we can eectively construct a connected total
deterministic bottom-up tree automaton B such that L(A)=L(B) (see [5]).
We introduce the following notation. Let D=(D;;D0; RD) be a bottom-up tree
automaton, and let . Then let RDj=RD \ T[D  D. In other words, we obtain
RDj from RD by dropping all rules which contain a symbol in − .
Let  be a ranked alphabet, let R be a rewrite system over , and let L be a tree
language over . Then R (L)= fp j q!R p for some q2Lg is the set of descendants
of trees in L. When  is apparent from the context, we simply write R(L) rather than
R (L). A rewrite system R over  preserves -recognizability, if for each recogniz-
able tree language L over , R (L) is recognizable. A rewrite system R over sign(R)
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preserves recognizability, if for each ranked alphabet  with sign(R), R preserves
-recognizability.
Let R be a rewrite system over a ranked alphabet . We say that R eectively
preserves -recognizability if for a given tree automaton B over , we can eec-
tively construct a tree automaton C over  such that L(C)=R (L(B)). Let R be a
rewrite system over the ranked alphabet sign(R). We say that R eectively preserves
recognizability if for a given ranked alphabet  with sign(R) and a given tree
automaton B over , we can eectively construct a tree automaton C over  such that
L(C)=R (L(B)).
It is not known whether the property of preserving -recognizability and the prop-
erty of eectively preserving -recognizability are dierent. Similarly, it is not known
whether the property of preserving recognizability and the property of eectively pre-
serving recognizability are dierent.
Proposition 2.1 (Gyenizse and Vagvolgyi [9]). Let R be a rewrite system over
sign(R); and let = ff; ]g [ sign(R); where f22 − sign(R) and ]20 − sign(R).
R eectively preserves -recognizability if and only if R eectively preserves recog-
nizability.
Proposition 2.2 (Gyenizse and Vagvolgyi [9]). Let R be a rewrite system over
sign(R); and let = ff; ]g [ sign(R); where f22 − sign(R) and ]20 − sign(R).
R preserves -recognizability if and only if R preserves recognizability.
Otto [10] showed that it is undecidable for an arbitrary rewrite system R, whether
or not R preserves recognizability.
3. The results
In this section we show the main results of the paper.
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a left-linear rewrite system over sign(R); and let = fg; ]g[
sign(R); where g21 − sign(R) and ]20 − sign(R). Then R eectively preserves
-recognizability if and only if R eectively preserves recognizability.
Proof. (() Trivial.
()) In Section 4 we illustrate this part of the proof by an example. Suppose that
R eectively preserves -recognizability. Let = ff; ]g [ sign(R), where f22 −
sign(R), and let  = f]g [ sign(R). By Proposition 2.1, R eectively preserves -
recognizability if and only if R eectively preserves recognizability. Hence it is su-
cient to show that R eectively preserves -recognizability. Let
A=(A; ; A0; RA)
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be a deterministic connected bottom-up tree automaton, and let L=L(A). Next, we
will construct a tree automaton C recognizing R (L). First, we number the states of A.
Let  :A!f1; : : : ; kg be a bijection, where k>1 and A consists of k states. Then we
dene a bottom-up tree automaton B=(B; ; ;; RB) as follows. Let
 B=A [ f1; : : : ; kg; where A and f1; : : : ; kg are disjoint sets,
 RB is dened as follows:
(i) RAj RB,
(ii) the rules ]! 1; g(1)! 2; : : : ; g(k − 1)! k are in RB,
(iii) g(i)! a is in RB, where (a)= i.
For each a2A; let
La=

t 2T j t )
B
a

:
Recall that for each a2A, the tree automaton (B; ; fag; RB) recognizes the tree lan-
guage La. Moreover, R eectively preserves -recognizability. Hence for each a2A,
we can construct a deterministic bottom-up tree automaton Ca=(Ca; ; C0a; RCa) such
that
for each state a2A; L(Ca)=R (La): (1)
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Conditions (A1) and (A2) hold.
(A1) The state sets Ca, a2A, are pairwise disjoint.
(A2) For each state a2A and integer 16i6k, there is a unique state c2Ca such
that gi(]))Ca c.
We now construct a bottom-up tree automaton C and show that C recognizes R (L).
Let
C=(C; ; C0; RC);
where
 C = Sa2A Ca,
 C0= Sa2A0 C0a,
 RC=
S
a2A RCa j  [
ff(c1; c2)! c jf(a1; a2)! a2RA; c1 2C0a1 ; c2 2C0a2 ,
g(a)(]))Ca3 c; c2Ca3 for some a3 2Ag.
Observation 3.2. For each a2A0; L(Ca) \ T L(C).
Proof. By direct inspection of the denition of the tree automaton C.
Denition 3.3. Let a2A and r 2La be arbitrary. We dene the -extension s2T of
r from r as follows. For each 16i6k, let ai 2A with (ai)= i, and let si 2T such
that si)A ai.
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for each occurence 2O(r) such that
 = j, 2N, j2N ,
 r== gi(]) for some 16i6k, and
 lab(r; ) 6= g,
do s := r[ si].
Claim 3.4. Let a2A; r 2La; and t 2R (frg)\T  be arbitrary. Let s2T be the
-extension of r. Then s)A a and t 2R (fsg).
Proof. We obtain the derivation s)A a by Denition 3.3 and the denition of the tree
automaton B. Since t 2R (frg), and the symbol g does not appear in t, t 2R (fsg).
Denition 3.5. Let r 2L be arbitrary. We dene the -restriction s2T of r from r
as follows.
for each occurence 2O(r) such that
 r==f(u1; u2) and
 for each proper prex  of , lab(r; ) 6= f,
do begin
consider the state a2A with r=)A a,
s := r[ g(a)(])]
end
Claim 3.6. Let r 2L and t 2R (frg)\T  be arbitrary. Let s2T be the -restriction
of r. Then s2La for some a2A0; and t 2R (fsg).
Proof. Since r 2L, r)A a for some a2A0. We obtain the derivation s)B a from
r)A a by Denition 3.5 and the denition of the tree automaton B. Since t 2R (frg),
and the symbol f does not appear in t, t 2R (fsg).
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (Continued). Our aim is to show that L(C)=R (L). First, we
introduce the mapping  :T!N . For each t 2T;  (t) gives the maximal number
of occurences of the symbol f along the paths in t. The mapping  is dened by
recursion:
(i) If t 20; then  (t)= 0.
(ii) If t= h(t1; : : : ; tn) with n>1; h2n; and h 6=f; then  (t)=maxf (ti) j 16i6ng.
(iii) If t=f(t1; t2); then  (t)= 1 + maxf (ti) j 16i62g.
Claim 3.7. (i) Let t 2T be a tree such that t=f(t1; t2) and t)C c for some c2C.
Then there exist a tree s2T and a state b2B such that
 s=f(s1; s2);
 s)A a for some a2A;
 t 2R (fsg); and
 g(a)(]))Cb c.
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(ii) Let s2T such that s=f(s1; s2) and s)A a for some a2A. Let t 2R (fsg);
and let b2A. Let c2Cb such that g(a)(]))Cb c. Then t=f(t1; t2) and t)C c.
Proof. (i) Suppose that t 2T is a tree such that
t=f(t1; t2) (2)
and t)C c; where c2C. We proceed by induction on  (t).
Base: Let  (t)= 1. Then t1; t2 2T  and
f(t1; t2)
)
C
f(c1; c2))
C
c;
where c1; c2 2C,
t1
)
C
c1 and t2
)
C
c2 (3)
and
the rule f(c1; c2)! c is in RC: (4)
By (4) and the denition of C; there are states a1; a2; a; b2A such that
c1 2C0a1 and c2 2C0a2 (5)
c2Cb,
the rule f(a1; a2)! a is in RA; (6)
and
g(a)(])
)
Cb
c:
As t1; t2 2T , by the construction of C and by Conditions (3), (5), we have t1 2L(Ca1 )
and t2 2L(Ca2 ). Hence by (1), t1 2R (La1 ) and t2 2R (La2 ). Thus, there exist
r1 2La1 and r2 2La2
such that
t1 2R (fr1g) and t2 2R (fr2g):
Let si be the -extension of ri for i=1; 2, and let s=f(s1; s2): Then by Claim 3.4,
t=f(t1; t2)2R (fsg):
By Claim 3.4 and Condition (6),
f(s1; s2)
)
A
f(a1; a2))
A
a:
Induction step: Let  (t)>2: Then
t1 = u1[t11; : : : ; t1n] (7)
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and
t2 = u2[t21; : : : ; t2k ]; (8)
where u1 2 T (Xn), n>0, u2 2 T (Xk), k>0, t1i=f(t11i ; t21i) for 16i6n; and t2j =
f(t12j; t
2
2j) for 16j6k: Consider the derivation
f(t1; t2)=f(u1[t11; : : : ; t1n]; u2[t21; : : : ; t2k ])
)
C
f(u1[c11; : : : ; c1n]; u2[c21; : : : ; c2k ])
)
C
f(c1; c2))
C
c;
where
t1i
)
C
c1i 2C for 16i6n; (9)
t2j
)
C
c2j 2C for 16j6k; (10)
u1[c11; : : : ; c1n]
)
C
c1; (11)
u2[c21; : : : ; c2k ]
)
C
c2 (12)
and
the rule f(c1; c2)! c is in RC: (13)
By (13) and the denition of C; there are states a1; a2; a; b2A such that c1 2C0a1 and
c2 2C0a2 , c2Cb, the rule f(a1; a2)! a is in RA; and
g(a)(])
)
Cb
c: (14)
Hence by (9) and (10), and the induction hypothesis, there exist trees s11; : : : ; s1n,
s21; : : : ; s2k 2T and states a11; : : : ; a1n; a21; : : : ; a2k 2A such that
t1i 2R (fs1ig) and s1i
)
A
a1i for 16i6n (15)
t2j 2R (fs2jg) and s2j
)
A
a2j for 16j6k; and (16)
g(a11)(])
)
Ca1
c11;
...
g(a1n)(])
)
Ca1
c1n;
g(a21)(])
)
Ca2
c21;
...
g(a2k )(])
)
Ca2
c2k :
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Furthermore,
u1[c11; : : : ; c1n]
)
Ca1
c1;
u2[c21; : : : ; c2k ]
)
Ca2
c2:
Hence,
u1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2LCa1
and
u2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2LCa2 :
Hence by (1),
u1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2R(La1 )
and
u2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2R(La2 ):
Thus, there exist trees s1 2 T (Xn), n>0, s2 2 T (Xk), k>0 such that
s1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2La1 ; (17)
s2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2La2 ; (18)
u1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2R(fs1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]g); (19)
and
u2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2R(fs2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]g): (20)
Then let
s=f(s1[s11; : : : ; s1n]; s2[s21; : : : ; s2k ]): (21)
By Conditions (2), (7){(16), and (19){(21),
t 2R (fsg):
By (17) and (18), and the denition of B,
s1[a11; : : : ; a1n]
)
A
a1 (22)
and
s2[a21; : : : ; a2k ]
)
A
a2: (23)
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By Conditions (6), (15), (16), (22), and (23),
f(s1[s11; : : : ; s1n]; s2[s21; : : : ; s2k ])
)
A
f(s1[a11; : : : ; a1n]; s2[a21; : : : ; a2k ])
)
A
f(a1; a2))
A
a:
Furthermore, by Conditions (2), (7), (8), (15), (16), and (19){(21), t 2R (fsg).
By (14), the proof of the induction step is complete.
(ii) Let s2T such that s=f(s1; s2) and s)A a for some a2A. Let t 2R (fsg);
and let b2A. We proceed by induction on  (s):
Base: Let  (s)= 1: Then s1; s2 2T  and
s=f(s1; s2)
)
A
f(a1; a2))
A
a;
where a1; a2 2A, and
the rule f(a1; a2)! a is in RA: (24)
This means that s1 2La1 and s2 2La2 : It should be clear that t=f(t1; t2), where t1 2
R(fs1g) and t2 2R(fs2g). Hence t1 2R(La1 ) and t2 2R(La2 ). By (1),
t1
)
Ca1
c1 (25)
and
t2
)
Ca2
c2; (26)
where c1 2C0a1 and c2 2C0a2 : By (A2), there is a unique state c2Cb such that g(a)(])
)
Cb
c. By (24) and the denition of C;
the rule f(c1; c2)! c is in RC: (27)
Then by Conditions (25){(27),
t=f(t1; t2)
)
C
f(c1; c2))
C
c:
Induction step: Let  (s)>2: Then
s1 = u1[s11; : : : ; s1n] (28)
and
s2 = u2[s21; : : : ; s2k ]; (29)
where u1 2 T (Xn), n>0, u2 2 T (Xk), k>0, s1i=f(s11i ; s21i) for 16i6n; and s2j =
f(s12j; s
2
2j) for 16j6k: It should be clear that Conditions (a), (b), (30), and (31) hold.
(a) t=f(t1[t11; : : : ; t1n]; t2[t21; : : : ; t2k ]), where t1 2 T (Xn), t2 2 T (Xk), and t11; : : : ;
t1n; t21; : : : ; t2k 2T.
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(b) t1 2R (fu1g) and t2 2R (fu2g).
t1i 2R (fs1ig) for 16i6n (30)
and
t2j 2R (fs2jg) for 16j6k: (31)
Consider the derivation
s=f(u1[s11; : : : ; s1n]; u2[s21; : : : ; s2k ])
)
A
f(u1[a11; : : : ; a1n]; u2[a21; : : : ; a2k ])
)
A
f(a1; a2))
A
a;
where
s1i
)
A
a1i 2A for 16i6n;
s2j
)
A
a2j 2A for 16j6k;
u1[a11; : : : ; a1n]
)
A
a1 2A; (32)
u2[a21; : : : ; a2k ]
)
A
a2 2A (33)
and
the rule f(a1; a2)! a is in RA: (34)
By Condition (b),
t1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2R(fu1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]g) (35)
and
t2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2R(fu2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]g): (36)
By Conditions (30) and (31) and the induction hypothesis,
t1i
)
C
c1i for some state c1i 2Ca1 for 16i6n (37)
and
t2j
)
C
c2j for some state c2j 2Ca2 for 16j6k: (38)
By the denition of RB and Conditions (32) and (33),
u1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2La1
and
u2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2La2 :
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Hence by Condition (b)
t1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2R(La1 )
and
t2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2R(La2 ):
By (1),
t1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]2L(Ca1 )
and
t2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]2L(Ca2 ):
This means that
t1[g(a11)(]); : : : ; g(a1n)(])]
)
Ca1
c1 (39)
and
t2[g(a21)(]); : : : ; g(a2k )(])]
)
Ca2
c2 (40)
for some nal states c1 2C0a1 and c2 2C0a2 : By (34) and the denition of C;
the rule f(c1; c2)! c is in RC; (41)
where c2Cb; g(a)(]))Cb c. Thus by Conditions (a), (37){(41),
t=f(t1[t11; : : : ; t1n]; t2[t21; : : : ; t2k ])
)
C
f(t1[c11; : : : ; c1n]; t2[c21; : : : ; c2k ])
)
C
f(c1; c2))
C
c:
By our assumption s=f(s1; s2), hence by Conditions (a), (28){(31), (35), (36),
t 2R (fsg).
Claim 3.8. L(C)=R (L):
Proof. First we show that L(C)R (L): Let t 2L(C) be an arbitrary tree. We distin-
guish two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that  (t)= 0: Then t 2T . Furthermore, t)C c for some c2C0. By
the denition of the tree automata Ca, a2A, and of the tree automaton C, t!RCa j  a for
some a2A0. Hence t 2L(Ca). Thus by (1), t 2R(La). This implies that t 2R(frg)
for some r 2La. Let the tree s2T be the -extension of r. Then by Claim 3.4 s)A a
and t 2R (fsg). Hence s2L and t 2R (L).
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Case 2: Suppose that  (t)>1: Then
t= u[t1; : : : ; tn]
)
C
u[c1; : : : ; cn]
)
C
c; (42)
where u2 T (Xn); n>1, ti 2T; ti=f(ti1; ti2), 16i6n; c1; : : : ; cn 2C, and
c2C0: (43)
Moreover, for each 16i6n; ti=f(ti1; ti2))C f(ci1; ci2))C ci; where ci1; ci2 2C. By
Claim 3.7 (i), for each 16i6n; there exists si=f(si1; si2) such that
si
)
A
ai for some ai 2A; for 16i6n (44)
and that
ti 2R (fsig) for 16i6n: (45)
By (42) and (43), and the denition of the tree automaton C, there is a state a2A0
such that u[c1; : : : ; cn]!RCa j  c, and
c2C0a: (46)
By the denition of RC, for each 16i6n; there is a rule f(ai1; ai2)! ai in RA such
that ci1 2C0i1, ci2 2C0i2, g(ai)(]))Ca ci. Hence by (46)
u[g(a1)(]); : : : ; g(an)(])]2L(Ca):
By (1) u[g(a1)(]); : : : ; g(an)(])]2R(La): Hence there exists q2T(Xn) such that
q[g(a1)(]); : : : ; g(an)(])]2La (47)
and
u[g(a1)(]); : : : ; g(an)(])]2R(fq[g(a1)(]); : : : ; g(an)(])]g): (48)
Hence, by the denition of B, (44), and (47), q[s1; : : : ; sn]2La. Since a2A0, by the
denition of B and La, q[s1; : : : ; sn]2L. By (42), (45), and (48), t 2R (fq[s1; : : : ; sn]g):
That is t 2R (L):
Finally we show that R (L)L(C): To this end, let t 2R (L) be an arbitrary tree.
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that  (t)= 0: Then t 2T , and t 2R (fpg) for some p2L. Let s
be the -restriction of p. Then by Claim 3.6, s2La for some a2A0 and t 2R(fsg).
Hence t 2R(La). By (1), t 2L(Ca): Hence by Observation 3:2, t 2L(C):
Case 2: Suppose that  (t)>1: Then take a tree s2L such that t 2R (fsg): Here
s= q[s1; : : : ; sk ], where q2 T (Xk), k>0, s1; : : : ; sk 2T and si=f(si1; si2) for 16i6k:
Furthermore, si)A ai; for some ai 2A, and
q[a1; : : : ; ak ]
)
A
a for some a2A0: (49)
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The tree t is of the form
t= u[t1; : : : ; tn];
where u2 T (Xn); ti 2T; and ti=f(ti1; ti2) for 16i6n. Since f 62 sign(R); ti 2
R (fsig); and u2R (fqg), and for each 16i6n, ti 2R (fsjig) for some 16ji6k.
For every 16i6k; let ci 2Ca such that g(ai)(]) )
Ca
ci: (50)
By Claim 3.7 (ii),
for every 16i6n; ti
)
C
cji : (51)
By (49) and the denition of B and La
q[g(a1)(]); : : : ; g(ak )(])]2La:
Hence by (1),
u[g(aj1 )(]); : : : ; g(ajn )(])]2L(Ca):
By (50),
u[g(aj1 )(]); : : : ; g(ajn )(])]
)
Ca
u[cj1 ; : : : ; cjn ]
)
Ca
c
for some c2C0a. By (51),
t= u[t1; : : : ; tn]
)
C
u[cj1 ; : : : ; cjn ]
)
C
c:
So, t 2L(C):
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (Continued). By Claim 3.8, R eectively preserves recogniz-
ability.
The proof of the following result is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. The dif-
ferences are the following. We rely on Proposition 2.2 instead of Proposition 2.1. We
need not eectively construct the bottom-up tree automata Ca, a2A and the bottom-up
tree automaton C.
Theorem 3.9. Let R be a left-linear rewrite system over sign(R) and let = fg; ]g[
sign(R); where g21 − sign(R) and ]20 − sign(R): Then R preserves -recogniz-
ability if and only if R preserves recognizability.
4. An example
In this section we illustrate part ()) of the proof of Theorem 3.1 by an example.
Let the rewrite system R consist of the following two rules:
h(h(e(x1; $)))! h(h(x1));
e(x1; x2)! h(e(x1; $));
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Fig. 1. A tree t in L.
where symbols e, h, and $ have rank 2, 1, and 0, respectively. Hence, = fe; g; h; $; ]g;
= fe; f; h; $; ]g; and  = fe; h; $; ]g; where symbols f, g, and ] have rank 2, 1, and
0, respectively. Rewrite system R was presented in Section 4 of [9]. It was noted there
that a direct inspection shows that R is an lgsm rewrite system. Hence, by the main
result of [9], R preserves recognizability.
Consider the deterministic connected bottom-up tree automaton A=(A; ; A0; RA);
where
 A= fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5g;
 A0= fa5g; and
 RA consists of the following six rules:
]! a1; f(a3; a2)! a4;
$! a2; f(a3; a5)! a4;
h(a1)! a3; e(a4; a2)! a5:
Let
L=L(A):
Then L is the smallest tree language over  which satises the following two condi-
tions:
(i) e(f(h(]); $); $)2L,
(ii) if t 2L, then e(f(h(]); t); $)2L as well.
We visualize a tree t in L in Fig. 1. Furthermore, let
T1 = fhk(e(f(h(]); x1); $)) j k>0g
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Fig. 2. A tree t1 in T1 and a tree t2 in T2.
and
T2 = fhk(f(h(]); x1)) j k>2g:
By direct inspection we obtain that R (L) is the smallest tree language over  which
satises the following two conditions:
(i) If t 2T1 [T2, then t[$]2R (L).
(ii) If t 2R (L) and t1 2T1 [T2, then t1[t]2R (L).
We visualize a tree t1 in T1 and a tree t2 in T2 in Fig. 2. Following the proof of
Theorem 3.1, we construct the bottom-up tree automaton B=(B; ; ;; RB): Let
 B=A[f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g and
 let RB consist of the following 14 rules:
]! a1; $! a2;
h(a1)! a3; e(a4; a2)! a5;
]! 1;
g(1)! 2; g(1)! a1;
g(2)! 3; g(2)! a2;
g(3)! 4; g(3)! a3;
g(4)! 5; g(4)! a4;
g(5)! a5:
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Then
La1 = f]; g(])g;
La2 = f$; g2(])g;
La3 = fh(]); h(g(])); g3(])g;
La4 = fg4(])g;
La5 = fg5(]); e(g4(]); $); e(g4(]); g2(]))g:
By direct inspection we obtain that R(La1 ) =La1 ; R(La2 ) =La2 ; R(La3 ) =La3 ; R(La4 )
=La4 ; and
R(La5 ) = fg5(]); e(g4(]); g2(]))g
[ fhk(g4(])) j k>2g
[ fhk(e(g4(]); $)) j k>0g:
Consider the following bottom-up tree automata:
 Ca1= (Ca1 ; ; C0a1 ; RCa1 ); where
 Ca1 = fc11; c12; c13; c14; c15; c16g;
 C0a1 = fc11; c12 g;
 RCa1 consists of the following six rules:
]! c11; g(c11)! c12; g(c12)! c13;
g(c13)! c14; g(c14)! c15; g(c15)! c16:
We obtain by direct inspection that L(Ca1 ) =R

(La1 ).
 Ca2 = (Ca2 ; ; C0a2 ; RCa2 ); where
 Ca2 = fc21; c22; c23; c24; c25; c26g;
 C0a2 = fc23 g;
 RCa2 consists of the following seven rules:
]! c21; $! c23; g(c21)! c22;
g(c22)! c23; g(c23)! c24; g(c24)! c25;
g(c25)! c26:
We obtain by direct inspection that L(Ca2 ) =R

(La2 ).
 Ca3 = (Ca3 ; ; C0a3 ; RCa3 ); where
 Ca3 = fc31; c32; c33; c34; c35; c36g;
 C0a3 = fc32g;
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 RCa3 consists of the following eight rules.
]! c31; h(c31)! c32; g(c31)! c33;
h(c33)! c32; g(c33)! c34; g(c34)! c32;
g(c32)! c35; g(c35)! c36:
We obtain by direct inspection that L(Ca3 ) =R

(La3 ).
 Ca4 = (Ca4 ; ; C0a4 ; RCa4 ); where
 Ca4 = fc41; c42; c43; c44; c45; c46g;
 C0a4 = fc45g;
 RCa4 consists of the following six rules:
]! c41; g(c41)! c42; g(c42)! c43;
g(c43)! c44; g(c44)! c45; g(c45)! c46:
We obtain by direct inspection that L(Ca4 ) =R

(La4 ).
 Ca5 = (Ca5 ; ; C0a5 ; RCa5 ); where
 Ca5 = fc51; c52; c53; c54; c55; c56; c57; c58; c59g;
 C0a5 = fc57; c59g;
 RCa5 consists of the following 12 rules:
]! c51; $! c52; g(c51)! c53;
g(c53)! c54; g(c54)! c55; g(c55)! c56;
g(c56)! c57; e(c56; c54)! c57; h(c56)! c58;
h(c58)! c59; h(c59)! c59; e(c56; c52)! c59:
We obtain by direct inspection that L(Ca5 ) =R

(La5 ).
Following the construction of C in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we construct the
bottom-up tree automaton C; which recognizes R (L). Let C=(C; ; C0; RC); where
 C =Ca1 [Ca2 [Ca3 [Ca4 [Ca5 ;
 C0=C0a5 ;
 RC consists of the following 28 rules:
]! c11; ]! c21; ]! c31;
]! c41; ]! c51; $! c23;
$! c52; h(c31)! c32; h(c56)! c58;
h(c58)! c59; h(c59)! c59; e(c56; c54)! c57;
e(c56; c52)! c59; f(c32; c23)! c15; f(c32; c23)! c25;
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f(c32; c23)! c35; f(c32; c23)! c45; f(c32; c23)! c56;
f(c32; c57)! c15; f(c32; c57)! c25; f(c32; c57)! c35;
f(c32; c57)! c45; f(c32; c57)! c56; f(c32; c59)! c15;
f(c32; c59)! c25; f(c32; c59)! c35; f(c32; c59)! c45;
f(c32; c59)! c56:
Let TERM be the set of those states c2C such that there is a tree t 2T with
t)C c. Furthermore, let REACH be the set of those states c2TERM such that there
is a nal state c1 2C0 and a tree u2 T(X1) such that u[c])C c1. Using well-known
algorithms [5], one can easily show that
TERM = fc11; c21; c31; c41; c51; c23; c52; c32; c15; c25; c35; c45; c56; c58; c59g
and
REACH = fc59; c58; c56; c52; c32; c31; c23g:
It is well known, see [5] that without changing the tree language recognized by C,
we can drop all states in C − REACH and all rules in which a state in C − REACH
appear. Hence we can modify RC to consist of the following 10 rules:
]! c31; $! c23; $! c52;
h(c31)! c32; h(c56)! c58; h(c58)! c59;
h(c59)! c59; e(c56; c52)! c59; f(c32; c23)! c56;
f(c32; c59)! c56:
It is not hard to see that we can replace each occurence of the state c52 in RC by
c23 without changing L(C). Hence we get that RC consists of the following 9 rules:
]! c31; $! c23; h(c31)! c32;
h(c56)! c58; h(c58)! c59; h(c59)! c59;
e(c56; c23)! c59; f(c32; c23)! c56; f(c32; c59)! c56:
When we redenote the state a by b, we write a − b. Let us redenote the states of C
in the following way: c31 − c1; c23 − c2; c32 − c3; c56 − c4; c58 − c5; and c59 − c6. That
is, C=(C; ; C0; RC); where
 C = fc1; c2; c3; c4; c5; c6g;
 C0= fc6g; and
 RC consists of the following nine rules:
]! c1; $! c2; h(c1)! c3;
h(c4)! c5; h(c5)! c6; h(c6)! c6;
e(c4; c2)! c6; f(c3; c2)! c4; f(c3; c6)! c4:
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5. Conclusion and open problems
Our main result is the following. Let R be a left-linear rewrite system over sign(R),
and let = fg; ]g[ sign(R); where g21−sign(R) and ]20−sign(R): Then R eec-
tively preserves -recognizability if and only if R eectively preserves recognizability.
This result makes it easier to show that a given left-linear rewrite system eectively
preserves recognizability. Furthermore, R preserves -recognizability if and only if R
preserves recognizability.
Our research gives rise to several open problems. It is a natural question whether
Theorem 3.1 can be generalized.
Conjecture 5.1. Let R be a rewrite system over sign(R), and let = fg; ]g[ sign(R);
where g21 − sign(R) and ] 2 0 − sign(R). Then R eectively preserves -recogni-
zability if and only if R eectively preserves recognizability.
We think that even a stronger result holds.
Conjecture 5.2. Let R be a rewrite system over sign(R) and let = f]g[ sign(R);
where ]20 − sign(R): Then R eectively preserves -recognizability if and only if
R eectively preserves recognizability.
Finally, we raise the question if there is a rewrite system R over a ranked alphabet
 which is not equivalent to any left-linear rewrite system over  and preserves -
recognizability. Here we present a possible candidate.
Conjecture 5.3. Let =0 [2; 0 = f$; ]g, 2 = ffg. Let R only consist of the rule
f(x1; x1)! $.
(i) R eectively preserves -recognizability.
(ii) No left-linear rewrite system S over  exists with !S = !R
(iii) No left-linear rewrite system S over  exists with !S \T  T= !R \T
 T.
(iv) No left-linear rewrite system S over  exists with $S = $R .
(v) No left-linear rewrite system S over  exists with $S \T  T= $R \T
 T.
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